
Enel Foundation is a non-profit organization.
Enel Foundation focuses on clean energy’s crucial role in ensuring a sustainable future
for all. We conduct research and education exploring the implications of global
challenges in the energy domain. We operate in partnership, at the intersection of
business and society leaving no one behind in the energy transition.

Calling all youth to action! 

Heads up! The webinar “The importance of international cooperation to address climate
change: empowering the role of youth”, organized by IRENA and Enel Foundation, takes
place this afternoon. Don't miss the chance to be part of the change! 
 
Register here and join us at 5pm!

https://irena-org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_V7lmc8-7Rd21c1JAJHYr_Q


 
Want to know what else we do to empower youth? 

Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter,
and reach out if you want to take part in our next events!
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